TESTIMONIALS FROM EMPLOYERS

“UCSI interns are very passionate about architecture and willing to give their best. They are very familiar with presentation skills, software and communication.”

Clement Wong Architect, Malaysia

“Impressed by the positive and respectful attitudes of the interns.”

Peng Architects Inc, Shanghai

“Good in design concept, planning and rendering. Able to give design option or concept. Able to work under pressure.”

PAVA Rekabina Sdn Bhd, Malaysia

“Very good in design process from ideas to drawings. Very helpful in all tasks given.”

Superset Design Studio, Malaysia
Most effective in drafting and 3D modelling. Good team player in community and project. Great potential to develop as an architect.”

Atelier Alan Teh Architect, Malaysia

“Willingness to deliver the task on time. Generally, interns from UCSI University possess the basic knowledge and skills. With the right guidance and positive attitude, most of the interns can perform well during the internship programme.”

FUEG Architect, Malaysia

Responsible attitude, committed to finish the given task. Proficiency in technical skills. The candidate has shown competency in drafting works and preparation of presentation images. He has also shown good working attitude with his colleagues and during discussions has shown clear understanding of the matters discussed and is pro-active in seeking advice on matters that are uncertain to him.”

Arkitek Ting, Brunei

“Most effective in taking initiative, working independently, being punctual, having good understanding and adequate skills in drawing and presentation.”

Bee Architect, Malaysia